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Did you ever wonder what an earthworm might think 
about topdressing practices on our golf courses? If you 
haven't, then maybe it's time to take a closer look. 

Topdressing for putting green maintenance is an almost 
universal practice; it is used to true up the putting sur-
face and to help prevent thatch buildup. In recent years, 
topdressing programs have also been used to increase 
putting green speeds. If it is done with care and follows 
some simple guidelines, topdressing can also modify the 
basic structure of the green. This will improve water 
handling capacity and add to the life and health of the 
green and the turfgrass on it. 

Topdressing practices are a major reason for the suc-
cess or failure of new greens. With adequate basic con-
struction and an informed superintendent, a new green 
can have a predictable life of 20 years or more. Without 
these fundamentals, the same green can be in serious 
trouble within a year. 

Although topdressing is used widely, the how and why of 
its function are often misunderstood. We were not 

aware of the wide variance in practices until recently, 
when our laboratory developed a new technique for ana-
lyzing rates of field infiltration. The method involves 
using three-inch PVC pipe to take a profile of the green 
through the seedbed, intermediate layer, gravel, and 
into the subsoil beneath the green. The tube is submitted 
whole, tightly packed to prevent movement of the con-
tents. After doing the infiltration test in the pipe, we cut 
it open to try to determine the reasons for its behavior. 
In a startling number of cases, it is apparent that top-
dressing practices have created the problems we've 
found. There are cores that look like appetizing Vien-
nese tortes, made up of many layers of differing sands 
and soils, and cores that have been dubiously blessed 
with every commercial topdressing of the past 15 years, 
one after ¿mother. We find poor greens topdressed with 
superb materials, and great greens smothered with the 
cheapest filler available. We have found we can count 
layers like the rings in a tree and determine when the 
course changed superintendents, when the budget 
crunch came, and the year of the big flood, blizzard, or 
drought. We also see greens that have been maintained 
to perfection, and are very successful regardless of their 
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age. While it is possible to have problems with the best 
built and maintained greens, the problems are usually 
more manageable and involve less brinkmanship on the 
part of the superintendent to correct. 

To understand why correct topdressing practices are so 
important, it is necessary to think about the growth 
patterns of turfgrass and to have a basic grasp of water 
movements in soils. 

Where distinct layers of materials exist in a profile, grass 
roots make little effort to grow through one layer and 
into the next. If the roots have as much as an inch of one 
material to grow in, however poor it is, they will not cross 
into another layer even though that layer may have opti-
mum growth medium characteristics. We often see well-
constructed seedbeds with an inch of a different but 
equally good topdressing. The turf can usually be peeled 
off like a throw rug at the interface, because the layers 
aren't bound together by a network of roots. Where 
shallow root systems exist, turfgrass is vulnerable to 
problems from many sources. 

Not only do layers affect the root systems directly, but 
there is a further problem with water movements 
through textured barriers. T o visualize this involves 
understanding the way a perched water table works. The 
perched water table, which is, incidentally, the basic 
principle upon which the U S G A recommended method 
of greens construction is based, affects all soils. Simply 
put, the original research demonstrated that water 
remains within one layer until that layer is saturated. 
Then it drains into the next, which again must be satu-
rated before it can release excess water. 

A s layers of topdressing materials different from the 
basic green are built up, they create additional perched 
water tables and cause unpredictable consequences. 
Relatively small variations in soil content and particle 
distribution can produce significant differences in the 
interaction of these materials. 

Once these principles become clear, choosing approp-
riate materials for topdressing becomes simpler. 

New greens should be topdressed initially with the same 
mixture of materials they were built with. Thus, in build-
ing a new green, plan during construction to set aside a 

supply of construction material adequate to topdress for 
at least two years. It is prudent to make sure the supplier 
will have the identical sand available in the furture, and 
keep a supply of the organic material used in construc-
tion for an indefinite period. 

After a period of time, which will vary greatly in individ-
ual cases, the roots will begin to provide enough organic 
material to meet their own needs for retaining water and 
for cushioning from the abrasion of heavy traffic. 
Because this is a gradual process, only by observing the 
root zones regularly can you know when you reach the 
point for a gradual cutback in the organic component. 
This is done best by looking at the root systems regu-
larly. A cup cutter is a good tool to use for this examina-
tion. G o to em average 2irea on the green 2md cut the 
deepest cup possible. Carefully extract the plug from 
the cut cmd look at the roots. In 2m ideal situation, the 
materi2tl around the roots is very simil2u* to that below, 
and the roots themselves 2ire plentiful 2md have a plump, 
healthy look. There should be no compacted area devel-
oping, nor 2my indication of unusual moisture reten-
tion. The topdressing program* is ide2il if these criteria 
are met. 

If the top two to three inches of the core are hard and the 
root system scanty and weak, the org2mic component is 
very likely inadequate, and there may be an excess of silt 
and clay. It will be necess2iry to use aerification with core 
removal, 2md topdress with a cle2m sand of a simil2ir type 
combined with about 10 percent organic material to 
correct this developement. If the soil is becoming 
spongy, the organic materi2il should be cut back gradu-
ally over sever2il topdressings until pure sand is being 
used. 

The S2ime technique should be used for problem an2ilysis 
on older greens. It is 2m excellent means for determining 
the history of the green; an informed superintendent can 
often see what he is de2iling with more quickly through 
this method than with 2my other single tool at his 
dispos2il. 

A variety of conditions may be discovered in an older 
green. There may be layering from multiple topdressing. 
This condition can be relieved to some extent by aerify-
ing sever2il times, removing cores, and topdressing each 
time with a clean S2md in the medium to fine size range. 
This technique will be helpful if the layer is less than 
three inches deep. £ , 
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PUMP M O T O R TROUBLE? 

We're specialists in electric motor repair. From .5 to 500 horsepower, 
we can fix ANY motor. So, if you have pump motor trouble, call us and 
we can help solve your problem. 

FOR 21 YEARS, "FAST SERVICE, NO MATTER HOW LONG IT TAKES' ' 

Factory authorized warranty service for U.S. Electric and Newman 
Vertical hollowshaft turbine pump motors. 

BELLE GLADE ELECTRIC MOTOR SERVICE 
900 N.W. 13th Street Belle Glade, Fla. 33430 Area Code 305 996 6739 
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Problems may appear in the form of a spongy upper 
layer, perhaps resulting from on-site mixing during con-
struction,which has left excessive quantities of organic 
material in the upper portion of the green. This is more 
difficult to correct, although the same basic technique 
may be tried. It is sometimes necessary to remove the 
sod and remix the seedbed before real gains can be 
made. 

The upper layer may be hard and compacted, indicating 
an excess of silt and clay in the topdressing material, 
often in combination with very fine sand. Here again a 
very clean medium to fine sand may be employed in 
conjunction with aerification. It can be helpful to add up 
to 10 percent peatmoss in this instance. 

Beyond the top three inches or so, it is almost impossible 
to make significant changes in the green's behavior 
using topdressing modifications. New technologies 
developing in some areas may make it possible to modify 
most of the seedbed. Time and experience will give us a 
better idea of their long-term effectiveness. 

A current trend, which has caused many problems, is the 
building up of a sand layer on top of greens that are 
basically soil in order to improve putting speed. While it 
is possible to modify the greens in this manner, it should 
be done gradually over a couple of years rather than in 
an abrupt changeover. The modifying sand should be 
selected find mixed into the existing topdressing in a 
ratio of about 25 percent of volume. This material should 
be used severed times and then further divided into a 
50-50 proportion for severed more topdressing. Con-
tinue increasing the quantity of sand in the topdressing 
until roughly a two-inch tremsition layer has been built 
up. This slower procedure usually allows the soil and 
sernd to blend well enough for water to be moved as if 
there were no chemge. The infiltration rate will be that of 
the soil portion of the green, of course. Regular aerifica-
tion should be done throughout the transition period, 
and cores should be removed each time. 

If the original material of which a good green is built 
becomes unavailable for topdressing purposes, it is cru-
cial to locate the closest possible substitute. This can be 
done by taking the particle emedysis of the origined sand 
to area sand suppliers to seek a match. Fortunately, 
simileir sands eire often available from the same area. 

Locating a close substitute will edlow a continuing suc-
cessful topdressing progreim. 

Regular examinations of the seedbed using this core 
sampling technique are helpful in becoming aware of 
problems before they develop into serious conditions. 
Success or failure often teikes place on the worm's eye 
level. 

Topdressing is more them a filler. It plays an active part in 
keeping good greens good,golfers happy, costs down, 
and aggravations to a memageable level. These are goals 
well worth pursuing. • 

Power Spread Added to Lesco Line 
The new LESCO Gasoline—Powered Hydraulic-Driven 
Spreader provides smoother, easier application of gran-
ular material. 

Hydraulic drive enables the spreader operator to select 
a constemt speed, from zero to four miles per hour. This 
provides a constant rate of application of product and, 
thereby a cost savings to the customer. 

Available from LESCO, Inc., Rocky River, OH, the 
LESCO Gasoline-Powered Hydraulic—Driven 
Spreader features an 80-pound capacity polyethylene 
hopper, corrosion-resistemt Delrin 100 geeirs and third 
hole on shut-off plate with adjustable metering slide for 
varying product bulk densities. The stainless steel freime 
provides durability and strength; extra-long stainless 
steel hemdles edlow for easy memeuvering. The durable 
bumper/hemdle on the front of the spreader protects the 
impeller emd makes ceirrying easier. The stainless steel 
eixle, impeller shaft and on/off assembly are durable and 
corrosion resistemt. 

The engine on the LESCO GASOLINE POWERED 
HYDRAULIC-DRIVEN SPREADER is a three horsep-
ower recoil-start Briggs & Stratton Industried/Commer-
cial. The hydraulics consist of a pump and motor 
combination with a one-gedlon hydraulic reservoir. The 
spreader has 13x5.00-6 pneumatic tires. 

A hopper cover to protect product and edlow spreader to 
be tremsported without being emptied is available as an 
option. • 

FloRidA SiliCA 
SANCI C O . . INC. 

Special 1 Complete Line of 

GOLF COURSE / NURSERY AND 
MIXES / LANDSCAPE 

Sterilization Available / Materials 

Dade County 
949-5521 

Broward County 
925-8525 


